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ROBB EVANS & ASSOCIATES LLC
Receiver of

The Assets of Kevin Trudeau, the Trudeau Entities, et al.

REPORT OF RECEIVER'S ACTIVITIES
January 29, 2014 through March 14, 2014

This report covers the activities of the Receiver1 since the second report to the Court filed
on January 28, 2014. This is the third report to the Court. It does not constitute an audit of
financial condition and is intended only to provide information for use by the Court in
assessing the progress of the receivership.

Interview with Kevin Trudeau (Trudeau)

On February 4, 2014, at the request of counsel for Trudeau, the Receiver agreed to meet
with Trudeau at the Metropolitan Correctional Center (MCC) to give Trudeau the
opportunity to make a more complete disclosure to the Receiver regarding his assets,
including the unrecovered assets identified in the Receiver’s reported filed on January 28,
2014. Trudeau was represented at the meeting by his counsel Katherine Rohlf; counsel for
the Receiver Blair Zanzig and John Hiltz attended on behalf of the Receiver; and Jonathan
Cohen attended on behalf of the Federal Trade Commission. The meeting began at
approximately 5:30 pm after Trudeau had an opportunity to meet individually with his
counsel and lasted until approximately 8:00 pm when MCC personnel announced visiting
hours ended.

As detailed below, Trudeau provided no new material information regarding his assets.
Instead, Trudeau continued to offer unverified explanations that appear contrary to evidence
previously provided to the Court.

 With respect to the gold coins and gold bars, Trudeau reasserted his position that
any such items were last in the possession of his wife. For the first time, Trudeau
suggested that his wife liquidated the gold bars incrementally to finance film
production and living expenses in connection with her studies at the New York
University Film School. Trudeau offered no means to verify this information and
claimed no knowledge as to where she sold the gold bars or coins. Based on a
review of available U.S. bank statements for Trudeau’s wife that the Receiver has
been able to obtain, the Receiver has identified no deposit of any proceeds
traceable to the liquidation of gold bars or metals.

1 Reference to the Receiver in this report means the Receiver’s deputies, its staff, and its counsel.
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 Asked about the real property in the Ukraine that Trudeau had caused to be
purchased with more than $350,000 in funds from the Trudeau Entities, Trudeau
asserted that he learned since September (but had not previously reported) that
such property had been sold and the proceeds had since spent on living expenses.
Trudeau offered no means for verifying these claims.

 Trudeau has asserted that his wife refuses to provide any information to him
because she reportedly is “petrified” of the United States government comparing it
to Nazi Germany. Trudeau maintained that his wife was living in the Ukraine
without any money, relying on friends and family for food and housing. Trudeau
claimed his wife remained in intensive care for medical issues arising from extreme
stress.

 With respect to Future Transactions Company (“FTC”), Trudeau claimed that the
company is an independent company owned by Lee Kenny and thus beyond
Trudeau’s control. Likewise, Trudeau asserted that Office Pool is an independent
company beyond his control that had many other clients and had been hired for a
monthly fee to serve as resident director of Website Solutions Switzerland and/or
Global Sales Solutions (two receivership entities) and invoiced those companies for
the work it performed. Notwithstanding his claims of arms-length business
dealings with FTC and Office Pool, there exists substantial reason to believe a
closer as yet unexplained connection. For example, FTC paid approximately
$400,000 (nearly a third of its income according to Lee Kenny) on behalf of
Trudeau’s legal expenses. Further, as previously reported to the Court, the limited
bank statement that Lee Kenny provided the Receiver purportedly on behalf of
Office Pool, reflect than nearly all of Office Pool’s income in 2013 came from GIN
accounts.

 Trudeau also claimed that notwithstanding this Court’s finding that he controlled
Website Solutions Switzerland (“WSS”) that Lee Kenny in fact owned that
company. With respect to the $381,164.12 remaining in WSS’ accounts, Trudeau
asserted that Lee Kenny refuses to turn believing that he will be held personally
liable for the entities’ liabilities, including a five-year lease. Again, Trudeau (or
Kenny) have provided no basis for verifying these claims.

 In an effort to determine Trudeau’s complete holdings, Trudeau was asked about
his earlier income during the 2003-2007 time period. He responded that he did not
recall his primary sources of income during that time. He repeated his earlier claim
that he has never been into asset accumulation spending any revenue on expenses.
As the Federal Trade Commission reported in its Statement filed on March 14,
2014, Trudeau explained that there were probably no net profits from his “Coral
Calcium” infomercial. However, the Receiver has received a forensic accounting
report dated November 2003 prepared by the firm Kroll Zolfo Cooper, then the
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financial services group within Kroll Inc. concluding to a reasonable degree of
accounting certainty that net income to Shop America USA, SAMG, and Kevin
Trudeau from Coral Calcium-related profits totaled $16,018,911; and that Shop
America PLC also had Coral Calcium-related profits of at-least $7,641,257,
altogether totaling $23.7M. The Receiver continues to analyze this report, including
attempting to obtain the associated work papers relating to Kroll’s analysis.

Following the interview, on February 6, 2014, counsel for Trudeau sent a correspondence to
various entities, including Barbara Schoop, Migros Bank, William Hill, Lee Kenny and St.
George Bank requesting information and turnover of assets. On March 6, 2014, counsel for
Trudeau provided the Receiver responses from Migros Bank. Migros Bank wire transferred
$4,153.97 to the Receiver. Otherwise, the Receiver has received no further information
from any of these sources.

Operations of the Global Information Network (GIN)

The Receiver, working with company management in Westmont, Ill, has continued to
operate GIN profitably and lawfully.

On March 17, 2014 the Receiver will announce that it is now prepared to consider letters of
intent from potential purchasers of GIN’s assets which include the membership list and any
intellectual property that may exist. The Receiver’s announcement will state that any letters
of intent must be submitted by March 28, 2014. Thereafter, the Receiver will negotiate a
purchase agreement with the prospective buyer and will submit any such agreement to this
Court for its consideration.

Forensic Accounting

The forensic accounting of the documents in the Receiver’s possession is nearing
completion. As previously reported, he Receiver was awaiting discovery responses for
certain financial transactions. Most of the discovery responses have been received and are
being analyzed. In addition, after weeks of negotiations, the Receiver has made
arrangements to obtain non-privileged computer files and documents that were imaged by a
forensic company engaged by the law firm who represented Neil Sant. An Officer of the
forensic company that imaged Mr. Sant’s computers informed the Receiver that there is in
excess of 92 gigabytes of data and approximately 400,000 records, containing about 268,000
emails. The Receiver anticipates receiving this data with the next two weeks and will begin
an immediate analysis.

As previously reported, the Receiver has analyzed thousands of transactions dating back to
at least 2006 for the Trudeau entities and Trudeau’s personal bank accounts. There are a
number of transactions in some of the Trudeau entities that appear irregular and the
Receiver is attempting to verify the accuracy of these transactions.
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Previously Undisclosed Asset

In the course of its forensic analysis the Receiver located a check drawn on a Trustar
Productions, Inc. account along with escrow instructions dated November 24, 2010. A
check for $15,000 was issued to an attorney’s client trust account on January 7, 2011. This
check was for an investment in a motion picture titled “Hellbenders.” The Receiver served
this Court’s Order appointing the Receiver on the law firm. On March 12, 2014 the
Receiver was wire transferred $2,697.31 as a profit distribution from the movie.

The Receiver has subsequently been informed that the movie was unsuccessful and that it is
unlikely that Trustar Productions, Inc., or any of the other investors, will recoup their
original investments.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/

Robb Evans & Associates LLC
Receiver
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